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We jump ahead a few months here as I did Final Resolution a
long time ago. Tonight we have AJ vs. Daniels (See, I wasn’t
kidding when I said they had been feuding for years) in an
Iron Man match for the X Title. Also it’s Jarrett vs. Nash for
the world title which I’m sure will be as good as the cage
match two months ago right? Let’s get to it.

The  opening  video  is  about  seizing  the  now  or  some
philosophical  jazz  like  that.  It  goes  on  for  like  three
minutes though and my mind wanders.

If Jarrett uses the guitar in the main event he loses the
title.

Shane Douglas goes looking for Jarrett and finds his dressing
room. Larry Zbyszko walks out of it and there’s some legal
battle between Dusty and someone else.

Scott Hudson is outside his locker room and says this is about
the Kings of Wrestling. Seriously, that stable was around for
like a month and two months later we’re still fighting over
it? Hudson talks about Nash’s Longest Yard movie and there’s
nothing here.

Petey Williams vs. Elix Skipper

Gymnastics routine to start with Skipper missing a spin kick
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but  hitting  a  dropkick  to  send  Williams  to  the  outside.
Williams takes over with nefarious means and sends Skipper to
the floor. D’Amore hits Elix and hurts his own hand in the
process.  Williams  hits  his  slingshot  rana  to  the  floor.
There’s O Canada on the crotch and Petey hits his suplex
sequence (vertical into a belly to back) for two.

Skipper uses a Matrix move to avoid a middle rope clothesline.
Petey goes up but is supleed off the top and both guys are
down. It was butterfly style if you’re curious. Skipper drapes
him across the top and hits a top rope legdrop to the back of
the head for two. Petey spins into his Russian legsweep for
two. A rana is countered and Petey hits a tornado DDT. He
loads  up  the  Destroyer  but  Skipper  backdrops  out  of  it.
Pinfall reversal sequence goes nowhere so Petey goes up. He
tries to jump into the Destroyer but gets caught in Emerald
Flosion for the pin.

Rating: D+. They were totally off in this and it wasn’t that
great of a match. I don’t know if the chemistry was just off
or what but it didn’t click at all here. I think Skipper works
better as a heel than as a face and also a lot better when he
doesn’t have to be the guy carrying the match. It wasn’t awful
but it’s got nothing on the X matches from Turning Point.

Shazarian (yes that’s their name. Matt Bentley changed his
name to Michael Shane in the last two months) watched a 3 Live
Kru workout with a racecar driver named Jeff Hammond to set up
this match.

Kazarian/Michael Shane vs. BG James/Jeff Hammond

Yeah, the old racer is wrestling here. He’d be about 49 or 50
here.  BG  makes  some  bad  racing  jokes  before  the  match.
Wait…according to what I can find, Hammond is a CREW CHIEF. He
isn’t even a driver! Anyway, BG and Shane start us off. No
wait Hammond wants to fight. Hammond grabs a wristlock and
thankfully tags off to a wrestler. The non-X Division guys



work over Shane and BG does most of the work.

BG takes Shane down and drops a knee on him for two. Kaz
knocks him to the floor and hits a huge dive to take over. He
hits  a  slingshot  dropkick  in  the  corner  ala  Hardy  and
Shazarian double teams BG. Neckbreaker gets two. Hammond comes
in and can’t do anything BECAUSE HE ISN’T A WRESTLER. BG is
knocked to the floor and Shane superkicks Kaz by mistake.
Hammond drops an elbow for the pin. Screw this.

Rating: F. The match sucked, the guy isn’t even a driver, but
his name is on TV so five people might know who he is. Twelve
days later Kaz left TNA and signed a developmental deal with
WWE. GEE, I WONDER WHY HE WOULD WANT TO DO THAT??? When the
best thing you can say about a match is that it was short,
that’s a bad sign.

Dusty, the Director of Authority, talks to Traci and Trinity
about some lawsuit. A lawyer comes up with Larry Z and they
say they have a paper Dusty can sign to get rid of the guitar
means Jarrett loses the title. If Dusty doesn’t sign it, he’ll
be evicted.

We recap Raven vs. Dustin Rhodes. Raven broke the fingers of
some jobber he beat up until Dustin made the save. Raven went
after him as a result. Dustin says Shucky Ducky Quack Quack in
the video package.

Raven vs. Dustin Rhodes

It’s Cowboy Dustin here so he’s pretty boring. They slug it
out like two old guys on a show in a promotion that isn’t
being watched by many people while being there for a paycheck.
Raven hits a discus clothesline and works on Dustin’s leg. Now
it’s an ankle lock but Dustin comes up and fights back. He
hits an atomic drop and punches in the corner but the bulldog
is broken up. Dustin goes up but Raven superkicks him in the
testicles.



Dustin punches him off the top and tries an elbow. At least he
had one up as he did the jump into the boot spot. DDT is
countered and Dustin uses a superkick (HUH?) for two. Raven
grabs the ankle lock again but Dustin rolls through. It’s
presumed Raven went outside but but we just see Dustin rolling
around on the mat. Back to the ankle but Dustin grabs one of
his own. Raven rolls through and cradles Dustin with a foot on
the ropes for the pin.

Rating:  F.  Oh  just……..NO.  This  was  horrible  in  about  19
different kinds of ways. First and foremost, Dustin Rhodes
used a superkick and an ankle lock. Think about that for a few
minutes. Second, NO ONE cared in this at all. The match was
awful and one of the worst I’ve seen in a very long time.

Raven beats him up even more post match and ties him in a
straightjacket.  For  the  love  of  bad  rematches….please….no.
Raven beats on him for awhile until Cassidy Riley, the guy
that Raven hurt, makes the save. And that fails too as he gets
DDTed. Security finally makes the save.

There go the lights and we get a voiceover talking about a
lost soul. Oh it’s Trytan. He wound up being an alien or
something like that. He had a ship. Trytan debuts on Impact
this week.

We recap the tag title match. AMW is facing Kid Kash and Lance
Hoyt. Kid Kash is here because he has to annoy me once a year.

Tag Titles: America’s Most Wanted vs. Kid Kash/Lance Hoyt

Storm and Kash start things off. They trade hammerlocks to
start and fast twos and we get a standoff. Off to Hoyt and
Harris who immediately start brawling. Everything breaks down
and AMW picks up Kash and throws him at Hoyt. That doesn’t
work so in a funny bit they pick up Hoyt and throw him at Kash
to send him to the floor. Cute spot. Back in Hoyt slams Kash
onto Storm for two.



Hoyt comes in and hits a huge chokebomb for two on Storm.
James is playing Ricky Morton here if that wasn’t clear. Off
to Kash who launches a frog splash but it eats knees. Both he
and Storm try cross bodies and they’re down. Harris comes in
and destroys Hoyt. It’s so strange to see Harris in great
shape. Kash hits a sweet rana after running the corner. Storm
is back up and hits the Eye of the Storm on Kash. He tries a
reverse  tornado  DDT  out  of  the  corner  on  Hoyt  but  Lance
counters.

In a move I’ve never seen before, Hoyt hits a side slam off
the top for two. That looked awesome actually. That’s a great
lesson: when all else fails, make the move from the top and it
looks better. Storm takes Hoyt down and Harris hits a top rope
elbow for two. Kash brings in a title belt but as the referee
takes it out, Kash hits Harris with the other belt for two.
Now Kash brings in handcuffs but Harris cuffs him up. Death
Sentence to Hoyt keeps the titles on AMW.

Rating: C+. This started slow but got better at the end. When
you take guys like Hoyt and Kash and get an entertaining match
out of them, that’s a sign of a good team. Then again AMW is
probably the best team ever in TNA, and yes I’m including them
over Beer Money. This was better than I expected.

A limo gets here but security won’t let Shane see who’s in it.

We recap Hardy vs. Abyss. Uh….they fight a lot and use weapons
all the time so let’s make it Full Metal Mayhem, meaning
everything made of metal is legal.

Abyss vs. Jeff Hardy

Winner is #1 contender. This is a ladder match, but since it’s
TNA,  THAT’S  NOT  GOOD  ENOUGH  FOR  THEM!!!  There  are  two
envelopes above the ring. One has nothing and one has the
world title contract. My goodness, if you want to have a
ladder match or a TLC match then have a TLC match. Do you
really have to have something like this where one is fake? Is



that REALLY needed?

Jeff slugs away to start and hits a dropkick. Hardy hits the
legdrop between the legs and goes out to grab some chairs.
Abyss goes to the floor so Hardy slides in and hits Poetry in
Motion over the top. Hardy charges at Abyss and gets caught in
a slam. Hardy escapes though and cracks Abyss in the head with
a chair. Jeff gets a running start and uses a chair as a
springboard. Abyss cracks him over the head with the chair to
bring him out of the air. And people wonder why he’s a drug
addict.

Abyss goes outside and grabs a table. He puts that one on top
of the two outside so it’s like a pyramid. Jeff slides in a
ladder while Abyss gets a fourth table. The match has just
stopped dead to set this stuff up. Abyss didn’t hit Hardy
between setting up the tables so I think Hardy just laid down
and took a nap. Jeff gets up and slips going for Whisper in
the Wind, regroups, and then misses Abyss.

They get into a tug of war over the ladder and Jeff dropkicks
a chair into the “face”. Jeff sets up a teetertotter thing and
slams it into Abyss’ “face”. Abyss backdrops Jeff over the top
“through” a table. In other words Jeff’s feet went through it
and his back hit the concrete clean. GEE, I WONDER WHY HE’S A
DRUG ADDICT! Jeff pops up and they fight up the ramp and Abyss
pulls out another table.

He puts it up at the stage but Hardy hits a Twist to slow
Abyss down. Jeff climbs the set above the entrance and dives
off with a Swanton. Back to the ring and Jeff pulls out the
huge ladder. Jeff climbs up but grabs the wrong one. Abyss
pulls Hardy down and throws him at the pile of tables. Not
through them mind you, but at them. Hardy is up a few seconds
later but Abyss wins the contract and the title shot.

Rating: D. See, this is why you have multiple people in your
TLC matches. While two people are fighting, the third can set



up tables and such. Here though there were LONG stretches
where they were setting things up and then those things didn’t
work for the most part. This didn’t work for the most part at
all.

We recap Monty Brown/DDP vs. Team Canada. For some reason,
Hall jumped Brown along with the Canadians until Page made the
save. Hall is nowhere to be seen in the match.

Diamond Dallas Page/Monty Brown vs. Team Canada

Young and Roode here. Brown and Young start with the power
game dominating. Roode makes the save to avoid the Pounce and
the Canadians try a huddle. Brown pulls Young back in by one
arm and it’s off to Page. Off to Roode who thinks the USA
sucks. After some arm work it’s back to Brown as the dominance
continues. Page hits a swinging neckbreaker for two.

Roode finally hits a clothesline to take over. Page fights out
of the corner but can’t make the tag. He makes it about a
minute later and Brown cleans house. This has been one sided
so far for the most part. Young grabs a front facelock on
Brown which doesn’t do much to him at all. Off to Page again
with a lukewarm tag and house is cleaned again. Everything
breaks down and the Pounce kills Roode. Diamond Cutter ends
Young for the pin.

Rating: C. Pretty much a squash here but the fans were WAY
into it so I can live with this. There’s something cool about
seeing foreigners that are evil being beaten from one corner
to another. Not a good match or anything but the crowd loved
it and that’s what counts. This would be better suited at a TV
show though.

Traci and Trinity tell the lawyer Dusty won’t sign.

We recap AJ vs. Daniels. Basically Daniels says he’s better
than AJ even though AJ has the best resume ever in TNA. The
result is an iron man match for AJ’s title.



X-Division Title: Christopher Daniels vs. AJ Styles

Thirty  minute  Iron  Man  match  and  Daniels  is  challenging.
Daniels takes him to the mat in the opening minute and then
they take the clock off. AJ dropkicks him to the floor and
hits a rana over the top to take Daniels down. The match is
just kind of going along for the opening parts, but that’s due
to  them  pacing  themselves  for  the  half  hour  which  makes
perfect sense.

The clock comes back and we’re about six minutes in. AJ keeps
up the arm work he’s been doing and Daniels heads to the
floor. AJ hits a sliding dropkick and a big dive to take
Daniels down. Daniels gets in some knees back in to take over.
Ten minutes in now as you would think they’ll start speeding
things up now.

AJ ribs are in trouble now. Daniels tries a backdrop but AJ
kicks him in the face and hits a neckbreaker. There are no
falls yet. A hard belly to back gets no cover for AJ at 17
minutes to go. AJ sets for a springboard something but Daniels
blocks it. Daniels is knocked down and Styles tries a 450 but
it eats knees. Angel’s Wings makes it 1-0 Fallen Angel. We hit
fifteen minutes to go and Daniels hits a Codebreaker with 14
to go. It only gets two.

AJ tries a hip toss and Daniels counters into an abdominal
stretch. Psychology at its most basic people and that’s all it
needs to be. Twelve and a half to go as AJ hiptosses out of
the stretch. He dives at Daniels but gets draped across the
top rope. Styles busts out a Tajiri elbow to take Daniels down
but Christopher gets up first. AJ hits the Death Valley Driver
that lands on his own knee move that he does, getting two.

Springboard Forearm gets two with ten minutes left. Daniels
hits AJ’s moonsault into the reverse DDT for two. Blue Thunder
Bomb gets two. AJ tries a suplex but has to settle for the
Pele. Both guys are down with eight minutes to go. AJ fires



off forearms but walks into a Samoan Drop. BME misses and AJ
hits the Angel’s Wings on Daniels with seven minutes left. The
Clash is broken up and Daniels tries a suplex. AJ grabs a side
roll and ties it up with six minutes.

Daniels is MAD and knocks AJ to the outside. AJ gets his head
rammed into the post HARD. Oh yeah he’s busted and he better
be after that shot. AJ is gone with four minutes left. Daniels
kicks him in the head in the corner because he’s an evil man.
Two and a half to go. STO gets two. Running knee gets two and
we’re under 90 seconds. AJ is dead so Daniels can’t hit the
Wings again. One minute to go. AJ gets a rush from somewhere
but walks into a Downward Spiral and there’s a Koji Clutch at
40 seconds to go. AJ somehow hangs on and it’s a draw.

Rating: B. Like most Iron Man matches this took awhile to get
going but it was still entertaining to put it mildly. As
overdone as this is, the matches are usually pretty good. I
don’t need to see it again, but at this point the match was
still pretty fresh so I can live with this one more than I can
their modern ones.

Daniels wants sudden death and the fat man says let’s do it.

A DDT kind of move puts AJ down for two and they go to the
corner. Daniels tries a super rana but AJ shoves him off. AJ
dives into one of his own but Daniels rolls through. AJ rolls
through  that  and  hits  the  Clash  for  the  pin  to  retain.
Overtime didn’t add anything to this.

Jarrett says by any means necessary tonight.

We recap the world title match. Nash and Jarrett were in the
Kings of Wrestling and Nash said he wanted the title. Jarrett
accused Nash of screwing WCW ten years ago. So Nash screwed
WCW while he was WWF Champion? Jarrett says the title is his
life, Nash says it means more money.

NWA World Title: Jeff Jarrett vs. Kevin Nash



If Jeff uses the guitar, he loses the title. So a cello is ok
but a guitar isn’t? The annoying chant of the match: Super
Shredder. Nash controls with the power to start and throws
Jeff pretty high across the ring. There are some knee lifts in
the corner as well as the elbow smashes. Jeff goes for the
knees but misses a charge in the corner. Nash clotheslines him
out and mixes up his offense. I mean now he’s punching him on
the floor.

Jeff hits some punches and back into the ring we go. Nash
throws him right back over the top because he’s a better
brawler  than  wrestler.  There  wasn’t  any  sarcasm  in  that
statement. They go into the crowd and Jeff is in trouble. The
food on the catering table is destroyed so Nash picks up the
table and rams it into Jeff. Why don’t more people do that?
They fins a chair and trade some shots with Nash in control.

Jarrett is busted open and they head back to ringside. Nash
pulls back the mats at ringside but a Jackknife attempt is
countered by a low blow. Jeff goes under the ring and pulls
out a case. AND IT’S A CELLO! I WAS KIDDING!!!! I’ve never
seen this match before and they actually did that. I’ve been
watching too much TNA. Jeff slams the case on the knee of Nash
and it’s time to go in for the kill.

After some cannonballs onto the knee here’s a not great Figure
Four. Nash finally gets to the ropes but Jeff is right back
onto the leg. Nash comes back up and uses his usual power
arsenal. Jarrett escapes Snake Eyes and clips Nash. As he
brings back in part of the cello he walks into a ball shot.
Nash powerbombs him onto the cello but there’s no referee due
to a bump.

Cue the man “formerly known as Billy Gunn in the WWE” to knock
out Nash with a Fameasser. That only gets two. His shirt says
“No  introduction  needed.  You  already  know  my  name.”  That
translates to “We can’t come up with anything that won’t get
us sued.” He comes back for more but the referee stops him,



allowing Sean Waltman to hit a spinwheel kick, a Bronco Buster
and an X Factor to Jeff for two. Billy comes back in with the
belt but Road Dogg comes in to stop him. Nash takes Gunn out
but walks into a belt shot…for two. Stroke gets two. A second
Stroke finally gets the pin.

Rating: C-. Well other than the Cello, the three run-ins, the
6 low blows, the two ref bumps, the belt shot and the kicking
out of finishers, this wasn’t too terrible! For the life of me
though, Billy Gunn and X-Pac? Those are supposed to make me
want to see the show again? There’s a reason they’re out of
WWE you know. Anyway, this wasn’t horrible but it didn’t need
to be 20 minutes, period.

Destination X ad ends the show.

Overall Rating: C. There’s some good stuff here but it’s a FAR
cry from the Turning Point style stuff. This was focused on
bigger  names  rather  than  the  new  guys.  Now  that’s  ok  on
occasion, but it would become the norm for TNA over the years
which isn’t a good thing. Nash would feud with Gunn for awhile
while Jarrett moved onto Nash and then AJ, both in very short
feuds. Not a terrible show but nothing worth watching for the
most part.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall


